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Over 3 decades of susy:  seismic shifts!
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Adding a Singlet:

Explains why we haven’t seen 
superpartners yet
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If SUSY is Split, By How Much?

III    Top Down

I    Bottom Up

II    High Scale SUSY
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in 2012

2 loop RGE
No susy thresholds
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Superpartners at 2 TeV
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II   High Scale SUSY
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Figure 2: The Higgs mass prediction in the SM for theories where the boundary condition for the
quartic coupling at m̃ is given by Eq. (2), for fixed values of m̃ = 1014 GeV and !s(MZ) = 0.1176.
The solid red curve gives the Higgs mass prediction for mt = 173.1 GeV, while the shaded red
band shows the uncertainty that arises from the experimental uncertainty in the top quark mass
of ±1.3 GeV. The horizontal blue lines show the corresponding asymptotes of the prediction for
large tan". For tan " < 1, an identical figure results provided the horizontal axis is labeled by
cot".

section 3.3 we discuss the relation to other work.

All figures and analytical results are obtained using two-loop renormalization group (RG)

scaling of all couplings from m̃ to the weak scale, together with one-loop threshold corrections

at the weak scale, including the one-loop e!ective potential for the Higgs field. In addition,

we include the two- and three-loop QCD threshold corrections in converting the top-quark pole

mass to the MS top Yukawa coupling, since they are anomalously large. Experimental values of

mt = 173.1 ± 1.3 GeV [11] and !s(MZ) = 0.1176 ± 0.002 [12] are used.

3.1 SM below m̃

In a general supersymmetric model, the SM Higgs doublet may be a combination of super-

symmetric Higgs doublets having opposite hypercharge so that, before including threshold cor-

rections, the boundary condition on the quartic coupling is given by Eq. (2). The resulting

prediction is actually a correlation between the Higgs boson mass and the parameter tan", as

shown by the solid red curve in Figure 2. Remarkably, even as " varies over all possible values,

the Higgs mass lies in a narrow, high-scale supersymmetry, window of ! (128 – 141) GeV. Fur-

thermore, for large values of tan" the Higgs mass rapidly asymptotes to ! 141 GeV, shown by

8

mt = (173.1± 1.3) GeV

!s = 0.1176
m̃ = 1014 GeV

  Hall, Nomura  0910.2235
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 Close to catastrophic vacuum tunneling
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III   Split SUSY from Anomaly Mediation
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Figure 1: Two versions of the Spread Supersymmetry spectrum, with the Higgsino LSP (left)
and the wino LSP (right).

unknown coe"cient of order unity that is not displayed. The coe"cient of the last term could

be suppressed due to an approximate Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry.

The gauginos and Higgsinos acquire masses from higher order e#ects in FX/M2
! or through

R symmetry breaking necessary to suppress the cosmological constant in supergravity.1 This

yields a spectrum for superpartners that spans some range. Since m̃ scans in the multiverse, the

forbidden window in the LOSP mass from the TeV scale to TR will force either the LOSP to be

heavier than TR or to be in the TeV domain. The former simply gives a perturbation of High

Scale Supersymmetry, but the latter leads to Spread Supersymmetry.

The spread spectrum we have in mind is illustrated in Fig. 1. The gravitino mass m3/2 =

FX/
!
3MPl " "!m̃ breaks R symmetry and anomaly mediation leads to gaugino masses of order

m3/2/16#2, so that the gauginos are lighter than the squarks and sleptons by a factor "!/16#2.

("! " M!/
!
3MPl is typically smaller than 1.) The only remaining question is the mass of

the Higgsinos, which is model dependent. Two versions of the spread spectrum are shown in

Fig. 1. In the left panel the Higgsino masses arise from a one-loop radiative correction form

virtual gauginos and Higgs bosons. In the right panel the Higgsino masses are of order the

1We assume that the supersymmetry preserving vacuum expectation value #X$ is su!ciently small that
contributions to gaugino and Higgsino masses from operators involving X†X are negligible.

3

High scale messengers
 couple directly only 

to scalar masses

Anomaly  Mediation
with unsuppressed scalar masses
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1We assume that the supersymmetry preserving vacuum expectation value #X$ is su!ciently small that
contributions to gaugino and Higgsino masses from operators involving X†X are negligible.
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Dark Matter Direct Detection

Green: !h2 ! 0.1
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